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Commencement of Bitcoin Price Information Distribution
on Bloomberg Terminals Worldwide
bitFlyer Inc. (Headquarters: Minato Ward, Tokyo, CEO: Yuzo Kano, hereinafter referred
to as “bitFlyer”) has commenced the distribution of Bitcoin price information on
Bloomberg L.P.’s (Location: Chiyoda Ward, Tokyo, Representative for Japan: Kunihiro
Ishibashi, hereinafter referred to as “Bloomberg”) core Bloomberg Professional service
(also known as the Bloomberg Terminal).
With the annual trade volume of Bitcoin within Japan expected to reach ¥8.26 trillion in
2017*1, we believe that the importance of Bitcoin price information for the financial
services industry will significantly increase going forward. Given these circumstances,
we – as Japan's largest Bitcoin exchange – decided to provide Japanese Bitcoin
information to the world. We hope to contribute to the further development of the
Japanese Bitcoin market by enabling investors from around the world to access
Japanese Bitcoin information through Bloomberg.
*1 Seed Planning Inc. analysis (July 2016 study on the market size of the virtual
currency exchange business).
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[About Bloomberg]
Bloomberg is a leader in global business, financial information, and news, that provides
a decisive advantage to influential decision-makers through its dynamic network of
information, people, and ideas. Bloomberg's core business is the Bloomberg
Professional® service, which uses innovative technologies to quickly and accurately
deliver data, news, and analytical functions. Bloomberg's Enterprise Solutions are based
on the company's strength of utilizing technology to give customers the tools they need
to efficiently and effectively access, integrate, distribute, and manage data and
information. For further details, please visit the following link
http://about.bloomberg.co.jp/ or request a demo here.
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